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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.10 

 

General 

 JWEN-95HLDS - The printout procedures didn’t collect the information about References to the Additional 
Texts on e-mails. This could for instance occur when you sent Purchase order by e-mail. 

 JWEN-95QLJD - During export to Excel by using MDC, the temporary PDF file wasn’t deleted when the 
character interpretation was finished and the xls file was created. 

 JLIN-96MHWH - News: Now it’s possible to open the Register Manufacturing Order and Print 
Manufacturing Order procedures by using Run (in Windows) and enter monitor://X/Y/Z. For instance 
monitor://./022/1234 to open the Register Manufacturing Order procedure in current data base with order 
number 1234, the order will also be loaded. The function that copies hyperlinks under the Edit menu will 
also create HTML and RTF formats to simplify the usage of links in other programs. 

 KFTM-979CXZ - News: If you use the reminder function, the tab containing reminders will always be 
placed first. 

 JLIN-97QJXV - Filters are updated in order to display PDF-files better in the Document Viewer. If you need 
these improvements you will have to make a new client installation. These improvements only affect 
systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 JLIN-97WJG3 - If you added an Addl. order row (row type 2) with quantity 1 as last row in any order 
registration procedure, the rest quantity became 0 when saving. 

 AFOG-97YBX2 - News: If the number of folders exceeds 50 in a path, the control if underlying folders exist 
will take place when the user wants to see the content in the folder. Previously, the folder structure was 
entirely built. This only applies to systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 MPEN-98KHN9 - News: Now the Help text can be displayed for the Selection window when you press the 
Help button. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-94WKC2 - If you released Manufacturing order suggestions from Sales forecasts and the Setting 
"Project number entered as Customer's ord. no:" activated, a program error occurred in the supplement 
Time Reporting Terminal – TRT. 

 JELA-97NDHX - Export of data to Excel didn’t work in the Pre-Calculation and Post-Calculation 
procedures. 

 BSAN-97Y924 - Cleared quantity was always displayed for the Part's main warehouse in the Pick List 
(manufacturing) procedure. Therefore other warehouses didn’t display any quantity to pick on the pick list, 
even if the balance was enough. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse 
management. 

 BSAN-97YG3S - Material requirement on incorporated parts was only calculated for one occurrence of the 
Fictitious part if you had a structure where the same incorporated Fictitious part occurred several times on 
the same level. This error could only occur if you had the Settings "Leave fictitious parts in order's material 
list?" and "Merge same part number from an F-part?" activated. 

Purchase 

 BKNN-962EF2 - LBI/FBI payments could incorrectly be blocked from the payment suggestion if you hadn’t 
entered any Bank account information under the International payment button for the supplier. This error 
could occur in you used the adaptation no 437 (Multiple bank accounts per supplier). 

 JEDS-96UGCY - The Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t display any print dialog when you printed external 
documents set on Auto. 
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 JLIN-96ZH63 - The MONITOR Agent couldn’t use P-order selection in the Print Purchase Order 
procedure. 

 KFTM-973B5F - All Signers were not displayed in the list type All in the Search Supplier Invoice 
procedure. 

 SSÖG-974BZG - MONITOR-to-MONITOR caused errors on the Purchase order when you used drag and drop 
for the XML files in the Register Purchase Order procedure and confirmed the order with a later date. 

 KFTM-97C9SZ - The coding on the Preliminary coding could disappear if you in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure registered a Credit invoice and linked the Consecutive no to the Debit invoice. This 
could occur if the Credit invoice and Debit invoice had different amounts. 

 SHYS-97GBDS - News: If you register a supplier invoice with a due date that is on a weekend/holiday, the 
date will be displayed in red font and the warning message Due date occurs on a non payment day will 
appear. The warning will be displayed if you have registered non payment days in the Non Payment Days 
procedure. This function is implemented due a new Swedish law governing reminder fee at 450 SEK for late 
payment of a supplier invoice. 

 KFTM-97GC4H - The Cost account could disappear if you registered a Credit invoice in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure and reversed the Coding by linking the Consecutive no to the Debit invoice 
and sent it for an Authorization round,. This error could only occur if you didn’t use Preliminary coding of 
Supplier invoices. 

 LREM-97NGN3 - This correction only affects confirmation of payments with the Norwegian Telepay. An 
error message could be displayed when you loaded the confirmation file that contained different payment 
dates. This error occurred because it was not possible to verify the number of payment records and 
summarize the payments in the file properly. 

 JELA-97YDDG - It wasn’t possible to export the list type All from the Search Supplier Invoice procedure 
to Excel. 

 JLIN-98BJA6 - If you created a new Supplier by using Save as… on a supplier with active supplier links on 
parts, the new Supplier got the same active links. When you displayed parts with both these active supplier 
links in any procedure that displays Supplier links, MONITOR would shut down with a program error.  

 JLÖR-98DCCS - If you on the last row in the Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure entered Order 
number, Part number and Quantity and saved without leaving the Quantity field, the Part’s stock balance 
was updated with the specified quantity. The Purchase order wasn’t affected and no posts were registered 
in the Arrival log. The same thing could occur if you had set "Each row is saved once you tab to the next 
row", since the save function was active despite new row, and if you entered a new row, you could save 
before leaving the Quantity field. 

Sales 

 SSÖG-6VTBGV - During Import Kanban in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, forecasts 
before the last Kanban call were saved. 

 SSÖG-8XLFQF - If you had to pick form several locations during delivery reporting, several rows were 
displayed with the same Delivery note number in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 JEDS-95SA9Z - Import prior... didn’t work in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 JLIN-96U95N - News: Now there is a PopUp Your reference in the following procedures: Register Quote, 
Register Customer Order and Register Invoices Directly. 

 SHYS-96VGQA - Customer-specific forms for the following forms didn’t work: Invoice e-mail, Invoice 
reprint e-mail, Comprehensive invoice reprint e-mail and Interest invoice reprint e-mail. 

 KFTM-975FXA - If a customer had paid a little too much on a Customer invoice and you used the Payment 
Matching procedure, the round-off didn’t work and the invoice got status Fully paid. 

 SSÖG-978JHL - News: The new adaptation 498 allows changes on customer orders that are locked for 
picking. 

 BSAN-979H9V - The name for the Classification term was not displayed in the Order List – Sales 
procedure if you classified the list on Product group and it contained order rows with Services (type 3) or 
Tools (type 9) in any of the list types Standard and Delivery List. 
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 JLIN-97CALG - The list type Quote inflow in the Quote Statistics procedure only displayed Quotes that 
had become Customer orders when you had selected on Quote date. 

 SSÖG-97FFJS - The currency from the customer was used instead of the currency in the import file when 
making imports in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 KFTM-97PG3X - Incorrect date was displayed in the Intrastat Control in the Intrastat Export procedure. 

 FOHN-97V9G4 - News: The Agent can be used to AutoRun adaptation 50 (Import Kanban). 

 FOHN-9849VY - News: Now you can choose to show Only cleared orders or Only cleared rows in the list 
type Pick list. Order row status is also added as a new selection alternative in the Print Pick Lists 
procedure. 

 SHYS-986BXV - The % Rates was missing on the VAT Rates row on the e-mail form for Easy Invoice. The 
value was displayed however. 

 FOHN-987G7L - Goods searching on Internet for DHL didn’t work due to changes done by DHL. 

 FOHN-98BHJW - If you made an import with Frozen time in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules 
procedure, the call rows under picking was affected and 0 calls could at the same time be created on the 
order. 

 AFOG-98BKMC - News: The code DSVDPCL now identifies DSV E-parcel and DSVDEPL, DSV E-pallet in the 
EDI message from MONITOR to Unifaun. 

 SSÖG-98JKF8 - The Refill List – VMI procedure didn’t manage 0 quantity per package. 

 FOHN-98KHD8 - News: Validation that Combiterms 2011 is used for Dispatch Advice through Apport and 
Memnon for foreign freight services with DB Schenker is implemented. 

 FOHN-98MHJD - Import Kanban in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure didn’t follow the 
Setting "Import delivery schedules one at a time?". 

Inventory 

 BSAN-8VMH9M - A program error occurred in the Register Nonconformity procedure if you tried to 
register a nonconformity that affected the balance for a part that didn’t exist in the Part register. 

 MARN-92BEKJ - A program error occurred or an error message was displayed if you registered Staggered 
prices before the Part and Supplier link were saved in the Update Part – Inventory and Update Part – 
Purchase procedures. 

 JLIN-972BAF - The Question if you want to save wasn’t displayed if you changed record in the Update 
Product Register procedure, even if you had changed or added information. 

 JELA-97PG5T - The heading Logging in the Estimate Annual Volume procedure wasn’t displayed on the 
Users selected language. 

 CSIG-97QFH2 - It was possible to delete Basic type Nonconformities in the Register Basic Data 
procedure, even if it should be impossible do delete the Basic type Nonconformities. 

 BSAN-97VJGN - The Requirement Calculation procedure didn’t display parts with balance below Reorder 
point if you had selected the alternative "Show Parts with shortage (< Reorder point)". 

 JLIN-97Z8EL - An information box with tips about how the user can Generate location names will be 
displayed in the in the Generate Location Name procedure. 

 BSAN-986DJP - It wasn’t possible to change default delivery address in the Purchase Order Suggestion 
procedure if the system didn’t have the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 FPEN-98CD3G - It wasn’t possible to change Supplier link in the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure 
if the Supplier link had a too high internal id number in the database. 
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Workshop Info 

 CSIG-8DXETE - If you in the Recording Terminal procedure, during Partial reporting or Finish work with 
Transfer to stock changed Location name, the Loaction name before the reporting remained for the Part. 
This error could occur if the Setting "Use multiple locations?" wasn’t activated. 

 JLIN-8LGG4B - If you recorded a shorter lunch than min. lunch in the Recording Terminal procedure, the 
flex time became incorrectly rounded off. 

 JLIN-962HH5 - A program error occurred if a material with traceability was added in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. 

 JLIN-972F8L - News: Now it’s possible to send an e-mail containing a list with the last recordings for 
employees selected from the Recording List procedure. This function can be useful if there are any 
recordings that need to be sorted out. 

 JLIN-972FH7 - News: Now it’s possible to send an e-mail message with a list of the last recordings to 
yourself from the Recording Terminal procedure. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-94WKPL - If you had linked a customer to a project, that customer wasn’t renamed in the Register 
Project procedure if you had renamed the customer in the Rename Customer procedure. 

 SHYS-95JJAL - It’s no longer possible to make a calculation, report an activity or link a Manufacturing order 
to a project with status 9 (Historical) in the Register Project procedure. 

 LREM-96ZKDN - If the Register Project procedure was opened from the Reminder window, data in the 
procedure could be incorrectly saved. 

 SHYS-97HFVA - Excess characters were displayed the Fixed Asset List procedure, list type Depreciation 
and classified on Account. 

 SHYS-97NMFV - Row 7 was incorrectly included in the total on line 1 in the Norwegian tax report. This 
error could only occur in Norwegian systems. 

 SHYS-97SADZ - This only affects systems with Adaptation no. 176 - Base Depreciations per Month. If you 
purchased and sold a Fixed asset within the same month but did the depreciation of the object a month 
later, the value of the depreciation could be incorrect. 

General Settings 

 CSIG-95DACW - The list type Reminder in the User List procedure, didn’t display any information unless 
you had opened and saved the Reminder window for every user in the Users procedure. 

 JLIN-979DMZ - News: Now is the number of Inter-company users displayed in the Users procedure. 

 JELA-97HAVZ - It wasn’t possible to save in the Language procedure when you had used the button Reset 
all phrases for this language to original. 

 BSAN-97NA8X - Incorrect module icons could be displayed for other languages than Swedish in different 
procedures that manages settings in the program (i.e. procedures under the Tables menu in the Global 
Settings module). 

 FOHN-97WG74 - Files that were created and loaded in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure 
stopped and locked the AutoRun. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement MONITOR 
Agent. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 BKNN-96WCW4 - News: If you try to stamp or write an annotation on a password-protected PDF, a clear 
warning will be displayed. This change only affects systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice 

Management (EIM). 
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 KFTM-97ZC6H - It wasn’t possible to change company in the supplement MONITOR Authorize. 

 SHYS-987JA3 - If you had Electronic Invoice Management (EIM) installed but not activated, the Setting 
"Ask about Registration or Final coding?" didn’t work. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Electronic Invoice Management. 

Management Accounting 

 LREM-97NKTM - The Posterior coding of the Manufacturing Order Log took the Setting "Use SO/SC mark-up 
exceptions in the system?" into account, even if it wasn’t activated. If there was an exception value on the 
Part, the exception value was incorrectly coded since the Setting wasn’t activated. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8PQE2B - When more than one variable was determined by the same Selection group, all variables 
were not included in the Variable values when you added a new Part to the Selection group. This error 
could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-8PRABA - It was possible to create Variables without units, which caused a program error during 
order registration in the Register Customer Order procedure. This error could only occur in systems with 
the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-928DWE - It wasn’t possible to enter a variable value on an added Selection alternative in a General 
selection group that governed one or several Variables. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-92QBVB - If an IC (Instruction for Configuration) in the Preparation procedure didn’t contain any 
formula, a program error occurred during registration of manufacturing orders. This error could only occur 
in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-96ZJCY - Variables were displayed in an illogical order on Customer orders. This error could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-97YBR9 - It took long time to open an IC in the Preparation procedure when you had written IC to 

many configuration groups. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

 CSIG-987F9N - If only one IC (Instruction for Configuration) existed to a Configuration group, the IC 
wasn’t loaded when you opened the Instruction window in the Preparation procedure. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


